Location
D Maris Bay is situated high up on the hillside of
the magnificent reserve of the Datça Peninsula,
where the Aegean and Mediterranean Seas meet.
Surrounded by small islands, luscious pine forests,
volcanic mountain ranges and crystal clear waters,
the hotel also has five private sandy beaches.
Rooms & Suites
Rooms combine the finest materials, high-quality
details and sophisticated amenities to create the
perfect retreat.
• 159 rooms
• 34 suites, including one Presidential Suite
• 1 villa

A secluded hideaway in Maris Bay where
nature and luxury embrace
Nestled in the hills of the Datça Peninsula,
D Maris Bay promises a peaceful oasis in
a stunning corner of southern Turkey.
The hotel’s idyllic location marks where the
Aegean and Mediterranean Seas converge, a
remote enclave that guarantees complete
seclusion and tranquillity. This diverse setting
is like no other, surrounded by a landscape that
encompasses volcanic mountain ranges,
verdant pine forests and countless small
islands.
The result is a palpable sense of calm
throughout the collection of intimate rooms

and villas. Each accommodation offers a private
sanctuary amongst contemporary decor and
special touches. Revel in the presence of the
divine luxury, private mesmerising sea and
mountain views and succumb to the raw beauty
of the surroundings. This is all underlined by
D Maris Bay’s defining characteristic: warm,
generous Mediterranean hospitality.
Restorative and serene, this luxurious retreat is
the ultimate escape where time is endless.
Awaken the senses and interact with nature
seamlessly. Be inspired by the full spirit of the
bay. Be at one with Nature and time.

Restaurants & Bars
Dining options comprise five restaurants.
• Zuma – Award-winning contemporary Japanese
cuisine based on izakaya style
• Ruia – Sophisticated Turkish cuisine
• Bellariva – A stone oven pizzeria
• Nusr-Et – Exceptional dry-aged steaks served in a
relaxed and internationally recognised atmosphere
• Il Riccio Restaurant & Beach Club – The Michelinstarred sister restaurant of the famous Caprese
original, specialising in Italian and Mediterranean
seafood
There are seven bars split around the hotel.
• Zuma Lounge – Overlooking the bay, offers
exceptional 180° views and has its own mixologists
and DJs
• Aqua Bar – Situated on the main beach
• El Vino – A fine wine, whisky and cognac bar
• Coliseum – Situated at the tip of the peninsula,
hosts renowned DJs, singers and bands
• Three more bars are located by the pool, in the
lobby by the tennis courts

Spa & Gym
• Espace Vitalité Chenot – Features a private
hammam, 12 treatment rooms, saunas and indoor
and outdoor relaxation areas
• Bodyism Gym – An indoor and outdoor fitness space
with remarkable views
• Clean & Lean Menu – A nutrition program offered
by Bodyism Gym
• Tennis school – Coaching for all levels, led by
the world-famous Wimbledon Champion Goran
Ivanišević
Facilities
• Five private sandy beaches, lifts to the main beach
• Executive Club Lounge offering dedicated
concierge services, a selection of food and
beverages and access to the Executive Beach
• Kids’ and teens’ Club
• Three outdoor and heated indoor pools
• Three bespoke D Maris Bay-owned sailing and
motor yachts
• Business centre
• Hair salon
• Transfer with hotel-owned helicopter
• Luxury fashion and watch boutiques
Meetings & Events
Hotel has two dedicated venues offering a total of 110
square metres. The beaches, restaurants, bars and
Green Hill may also be booked for the events.
Activities
The unique bay offers the best water sport facilities,
with water skiing, wakeboarding, windsurfing
and catamaran sailing, as well as a certified dive
centre. Kayak tours, paddle boarding and yachts
are also available to explore the hidden coves and
neighbouring Greek islands (Symi is just 25min away).

Highlights
• High up on the hillside with five private sandy
beaches
• A gourmet destination, home to five renowned
restaurants offering a diverse range of cuisines
• A wide selection of sports programs
• Espace Vitalité Chenot, a spa offering exclusive
wellness and fitness programs
• Excursions with hotel-owned helicopter and
bespoken motor and sailing yachts
Directions
The resort is located 130 km from Dalaman and
155 km from Bodrum International Airports and 35 km
from the city of Marmaris. Both airports are a 25 min
journey away on the hotel’s private helicopter.
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D Maris Bay is proudly a member of Mytha Hotel Anthology.
Mytha is a collection of unique properties.
All distinctive estates are linked together by one
common characteristic: the eternal spirit of the Mediterranean.
This is a space where one can settle back and
savour a genuine Mediterranean way of life.
my thahotels . com

